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SUMMIT INTRODUCTION
Mediterranean sea is considered one of the busiest shipping lane all around the globe. It approximately involves 80% of
the Europetrade by volume. Mediterranean sea has geographical advantages meaning that Mediterranean’s ports are the
gateway to Europe, Asia, and Africa. These advantages offer more perspectives for shipping companies but in the meantime
more interest in the area that brings challenges as well. The Mediterranean Shipping Summit 2020 Istanbul edition is
intended to focus on opportunities and challenges of the Mediterranean Sea as well as stimulate the integration of Turkish
Shipping Industry to International Markets. After IMO's new sulfur reduction regulation the new era will start in the Shipping
industry. So this year we will pick the "Future" as the theme for the summit's agenda. Be part of our networking event in
order to be aware of recent activities of the region.
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GREENER FUTURE OF
SHIPPING INDUSTRY: GREEN
TECHNOLOGY

OVERVIEW OF TURKISH
SHIPPING INDUSTRY

SHIPPING INDUSTRY
THROUGH THE EYE OF
SHIPOWNERS

Mediterranean is one of the
busiest shipping hubs around
the world, where its strategic
position grants it the commercial
power as well as the continuous
investments in shipping and ports.
Investing in the Mediterranean as
a driving force for regional
development, could all the
more strategic by reinforcing
diverse elements such as the
development of infrastructures
and the private sector. Session
willtouch the several
topics such as Finance for
Sustainable Mediterranean Sea
and its Principles, Insurance etc.

Shipping industry has already
started innovating in order to
become more environmentally
friendly and green. New
technological challenges,
innovations and regulations are
exposed one after another to cope
with environmental deals. So, what
the future of shipping will look like
in 2025? Which are the implications
for shipowners right now and in the
future. The session aims to discuss,
answer these questions and share
knowledge on how to adapt ships
for new regulations. Topics and
panels will be about what
suppliers provide and what
Shipowners &Operators want.
Let's make the shipping industry
much greener.

Strategically and geographically
Turkish Shipping industry has a
significant role in the Mediterranean
area. On "Silk Way" Turkey is a
central hub between Asia-Europe
and has the key importance in
megaproject "One Belt One Road".
So what are estimations&plans for
2030? The current trends, market
opportunities, regulations
and incentive rates will be touched
during the session considering the
geopolitical and economical issues.

Upcoming regulations come with
new challenges in terms of new
technologies and fuel management
as we are rapidly moving into a
multi-fuel future. According to the
statistics of the recent research,
Shipowners also prioritise
environmental technologies over
blockchain. One of the key sticking
point is that how the ships should
be designed in order to be flexible
enough to deal with the new
changes in market. In this session,
the Shipowners will discuss the
main challenges they face, their
solutions and their reviews about
new regulations and incentives.
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SMART TECHNOLOGIES AND DIGITAL
INTEGRATION TO SHIPPING INDUSTRY

SHIP RECYCLING

PORT MANAGMENT TODAY

Smart technologies and Digitalization are
meant to increase efficiency and safety
issues. Statistically, 80% of Shipping
accidents are caused by human factors.
With the use of smart technologies and
digitalisation, we can maintain remote
control with autonomous ships that can
make processes faster and automatic.
Besides remote control benefits,
digitalisation offers large data handling
solutions. However, operators and owners
have some concerns as fighting against
cyber and data security is a new challenge
that arises. So how do we create the digital
infrastructure to achieve digital
transformation? How digital transformation
can affect the design of the Ships?
Meanwhile how artificial intelligence will
affect the Shipping Industry? Why was
Blockchain not adopted widely by
the industry? Let's find out these topics
during the interesting panel discussions.

The ship recycling is an important part of
the shipping industry. Before ship recycling
was active mainly in South Asia but now
almost every country has its own strategy
because ship recycling means large metal
sources. However, Ship Recycling is in big
volumes in South Asia and Turkey is one of
the most important hubs for ship recycling
in the world and also a market leader in
Europe. The main challenge of ship recycling
is creating environmentally friendly and safe
workingenvironment. Proper regulations
should be introduced to the industry. We
hope during this session industry leaders will
come up with the solution to deal with the
risks.

It is common to hear that complicated
and prolonged bureaucracy in ports
challenges the Shipping industry.
It leads to time-loss, efficiency errors,
congestion etc. So how should we optimize
the workflow of ports? Now digital integration
seems the attractive way for that. But
digitalization alone can't make the ports
much better. Safety and environmental
issues also should be taken into account.
Overall, there should be more efficient and
environmentally friendly work model in
Ports. To obtain this model Shipowners&
Operators and Ports should work in
collaboration in order to solve the challenges
in faster and easier ways. Let's hear what are
the opinions of experts.
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